
I n  less than 100 years, Marxism has grown from a Machiavellian 

scheme in the twisted minds of Marx, Engles and a few other Jews, 
until today it is a scientific, terroristic monster ast/ide the backs of 
half the earth’s population, with powerful, slimy tentacles reaching 
secretly into the lives of all the rest of the people.

By the use of incredibly clever lies, diabolically calculated to appeal 
to the noblest emotions of humanity, and by the enshrinement of its 
devilish doctrines as a RELIGION which is supplanting the failing 
powers of the older, genuine religions, Marxism has raced to the point 
wnere only a major miracle can halt its rapid and inevitable triumph 
over the entire planet.

No laws, no present organization, no government in existence, and 
no ordinary doctrine can stay the historical march, of this evil giant 
It should be obvious that the "democracies", rotted to the core with 
corruption, weakness and Jewish manipulations, have been the very 
breeding ground of Marxism, and it is ridiculous to pretend that these 
very forces which could not prevent the growth of the red monster, 
which actually fostered and nurtured it, can now destroy it.

Marxism is actually a new RELIGION —  the cleverly disguised 
scientific worship of self—  the religion of naked egotism which presumes 
to conquer Nature. Only an OPPOSITE doctrine, a doctrine of self
lessness and idealism based on scientific TRUTH, advanced and held 
with the same religious fanaticism as Marxism, can inspire men with 
the miraculous powers to reverse the world revolution of evil, which 
has almost passed into history as an accomplished FACT.

The only doctrine capable of such a heroic task —  the only doctrine 
with the proven power to fire the minds and hearts of millions of men

of National Socialists
to fight and CONQUER Jewish Bolshevism, is National SocuUtsm —  
the doctrine of IDEALISM —  the SACRIFICE of the selfish, ingrown 
EGO for the good of one’s fellows —  the stuff of all great religions. 
W ith such mighty inspiration, tiny Davids have ever conquered their 
Goliaths, as we shall ours.

Unless the White Man can throw off years of Jewish brain washing, 
muster the courage to face up to the nightmarish lateness of the situation, 
and organize himself into an effective, unified world organization to 
FIGHT for his ideals and against the Jew and his horrible Marxism, 
the White Man will soon sink forever in a brown chaos of degradation, 
slavery and eventual death. For, while it is mathematically certain that, 
except for a miracle, the Jews will soon conquer the earth with their 
Marxism, subversion and Zionist imperialism, their victory will be their 
last act on earth. Like the eternal parasites they are, the Jews will soon 
perish in the eaten-out corpse of their dead host.

Inererore, we announce our purpose to be nothing less than a 
world-wide effort to free humanity from Jewish domination and subversion 
in all their forms, and the creation of the idealistic, racially realistic, 
socially progressive, international world ORDER which we must have, 
if we are to remain masters of our own planet.

To this world-wide goal, we solemnly pledge our lives.

LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Commander 
American Nazi Party 
World Union of National Socialists 
92t N. Randolph St. Arlintton, Va.

National Socialist W orld View

1
W E  BELIEVE that an honest man can never be happy in a 
naked scramble for material gain and comfort, without any goal 
which he believes is greater than himself, and for which he is 
willing to sacrifice his own egotism. This goal was formerly 
provided by fundamentalist religions, but science and subversion 
have so weakened all traditional religions, and given man such 
an unwarranted, shoit-sighted conceit of his "power over Nature”, 
that he has, in effect, become his own God. He is spiritually 
lost even if he will not yet admit it. W e believe that the only 
realistic goal which can still lift man out of his present unhappy 
selfishness and into the radiance of self-sacrificing idealism, is 
the upward struggle of his race, the fight for the common good 
of his people.

H
W E  BELIEVE that society can function successfully and therefore 

happily, only as an ORGANISM: that all parts benefit when

each part performs the function for which it is best suited to 
produce a unified, single-purposed W H OLE, which is then capable 
of out-performing any single p'art, the whole thus vastly increasing 
the powers of all cooperating parts, and the parts, therefore sub
ordinating a part of their freedom to the whole; that the whole 
perishes and all parts therefore suffer whenever one part fails 
to perform its own function, usurps the function or interferes 
with the function of another part, or, like a cancer, devours all 
tht nourishment and grows wildly and selfishly all out of pro
portion to its task —  which latter is exactly the effect on society 
of the parasitic Jews and their Marxism.

W E  BELIEVE that man makes a genuine progress only
when* he approaches Nature humbly, and accepts and applies
her eternal laws, instead of arrogantly assuming to ignore and 
conquer Nature, as do the Marxists, with their environmentalism, 
special laws of biological equality for humans only, and insane 
denial of the primitive and fundamental institution of private 
pioperty

W E BELifcVE that struggle is the vital element of all
evolutionary progress and the very essence of life itself; that it 
ii the only method whereby we have won and can maintain 

dominion over the other animals of the earth; that we must there

fore welcome struggle as a means of testing and improving us, 
and that we must despise weaklings who run away from struggle. 
W * belL?vp rhar life itself is awarded by Nature only to those 
who fight for and win it, not to those who wish or beg for it- 
as a "right”.

W E  BELIEVE th^t no man is entitled to the >ervict. and
products of the labor of his fellow men, unless he contributes
at least an EQUAL amount of goods or services of his own
production or invention. W e believe that the contribution by 
a member of society of NOTHING ELSE but the tokens called 
"money” is a fraud upon his fellows, and does not excuse a 
man capable of honest work of his responsibility to PRODUCE 
h.» share.

W E  BELIEVE that it is to the advantage of society to see
that every honest man has freedom and opportunity to achieve
his mar« mum potentials by preserving his health, protecting him 
from unforeseeable and ruinous catastrophes, educating him to 
capacity in the areas of his abilities, and guarding him against 
economic and political exploitation.

W E  BELIEVE that Adolf Hitler was the gift of an inscrut
able Providence to a world on ¿Re"Tnnir*orjewisirBoIsl!evik  

catastroghej and that, only the blazing spirit of this heroic man 
can give us the strength and inspiration to rise, like the early 
Christians, from the depths of persecution and hatred, to bring 
the world a new birth of radiant idealism, realistic peace, inter
national order, and social justice for all men.

These seven principles are the rock of our faith. W ith  them, we 
shall move the world.

The political "party program we adopt, based o r  these principles, 
can and will < hange as events and the facts change- as we discover better 
methods. But these seven principles are, for us, fundamental, absolute 
and timeless T R U T H . T H E Y  W IL L  N O T  C H A N G E.

W e bind ourselves permanently and without reservation to these 
Ideals, and the battle to establish them as the only scientific and realistic 
basis for human society.
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The Jewish Problem
W e shall investigate, try, and execute all Jews proved to 

have taken part in Marxist or Zionist plots of treason against 
their Nations or humanity.

W e shall immediately remove all disloyal Jews fium posi
tions where they can control non-Jewish thoughts or actions, 
particularly from the piess, government, education, entertainment 
and courts.

W e shall expose the criminal nature of the hate bode of 
the Jews, the Babylonian Talmud, by wide'publication of its 
actual vicious words of hate and extermination of all' non Jews.

W e shall cancel all debts owed to Jews by non-Jews, where 
there is evidence of unfair or immoral business methods or 
conspiracy.

W e shall establish an International Jewish Control Authority 
to .carry out the above measures on a world'wide basis, to protect 
the rare honest Jews burn the wrath of the people newly awakened 
to the truth about the Jews, and to make a long-term, scientific 
study to determine if the Jewish virus is a matter of environment 
and can be eliminated by education and training, or if some other 
method must be developed to render Jews harmless to society.

W e shall establish an International Treason Tribunal to 
investigate, try, and publicly hang, in front of the Capitol, ill 
non-Jews who are convicted of having acted const icusly as fronts 
for Jewish treason or subversion, or who have violated their 
t-aths of office, or p«.tKipated in any form of treason .gainst their 
Nation or humanity.

The Negro
W e shall appropriate ten billion dollars a yea., for fivt years, 

from the money now being wasted fighting over integration, 
poured into foreign aid, and lost on Negro crime, and use the 
money to build a modern, ndustrul nation in Africa, complete 
vvith shopping centers, airlines, super-highways, cities and hand
some suburbs, and everything else to make it the finest in the 
vorld; and then grant $10 ,000  to every Negro family of five 

or more migrating to the new land to help them build a home 
and esrablish a business. W e believe that if this is done with 
ABSOLUTE SIN CERITY, we can make up to our sorely oppress
ed "second-class citizens” some of the injury and degradation we 
have heap«d upon them, and help them to regain their self-respect 
and dignity as first-class citizens who will lead their own Continent 
out of its Darkness with their American know-how and our 
sincere and generous help. It is inconceivable that any significant 
number of Negroes will resist such an inspiring and historical 
opportunity. But no Negroes will be FORCED to return to 
Africa.

However, Negroes remaining in America will be rigidly 
segregated non-citizens.

White Survival
W e shall establish a National Eugenics Commission, to 

discourage the unlimited breeding of the least desirable elements 
of our society, to sterilize those who are hopelessly insane or 
otherwise biologically dangerous to innocent, unborn children, 
and to encourage, with early marriage subsidies and bonuses for 
childbirth, the reproduction of our best human stock

Citizenship
W e shall make citizenship a proud privilege to be earned, 

not a tight carelessly awarded simply by birth in a certain geogra
phical area To be a citizen, an individual must have passed 
his eighteenth birthday, |«issc\l ceitain inniimum tests of kt.owl 
edge and ability to understand his government, be in the process 
of education or engaged in a productive enterprise, and be 
prepared to give his life in tht defense of his Counrty and race. 
The conferring of citizenship shall be a maior ceremony, to 
impress on all the precious privilege of membership in the 
greatest rare and the greatest Nation ever to appear on the planet

W irld Order
W e shall assist all peoples to throw off the yokes of colonial 

oppression, and establish their own free National Socialist 
governments.. ••• ,

W e shad abolish the Marxist United Nations, and establish, 
in its stead, art organic Union of Free Enterprise National Socialist 
States, with a world police force to mainrain order and to bring 
the blessings of REAL peace, international responsibility and 
political sanity to the peoples of the earth

Social Sanity
W e shall enact laws to .ptotect every honest, working 

citizen from unforeseeable and ruinous catastropes of all kinds; 
to assiire him of education and training to the top level of his 
capacity, (but O N LY to that level); to assure him of vital 
medical and hospital facilities by providing medical coupons 
usable with any physician and redeemed by the Government; 
to protea him from "easy-peyment’ debt by insuring that every 
-vorking man can earn enough to live decently without mortgag 
mg his future to do it; to make easily available to a ll citizens 
major recreation facilities, such as vacation cruises, which give 
life zest and color, but which are presently dependent on wealth; 
to make a ll  defense lawyers in criminal cases paid officers of the 
court, like the prosecutor, and pot paid by the reused, to remove 
the weight of money from the processes of justice involving tht 
life or liberty of a citizen; and to protect the people front political 
and economic exploitation by any individual or group.

Economics
W e shall abolish the Federal Reserve Central Bank set up 

in violation of the Constitution, cancel all illegal debt resulting 
from the semi-private issuance of IN TER EST BEA RIN G  money 
nstead of genuine National money, and issue all currency solely 

by the National Government, with no interest.
W e sh^ll -sublish a National Economic Integrity Com

mission to eliminate speculation, the immoral gambling by. idle 
men in the labor of erhers, as a sole means of earning money. 

The commLsion will insure that no able man is permitted to 
enjoy a lion’s share of the luxury, products and services created 
by the labor of others without contributing his own share of 
goods and services by his own management, invention or labor. 
The mere delivery of some or the tokens called "money", with 
absolutely no productive effort by a man enjoying the goods and 
services of society, is a fraud on society, disintegrates the character 
of such an idle individual, and destroys the honesty and strength 
of the society which permirs ir.

No one man or group will be permitted to profit from 
ownership of any public necessity which constitutes a monopoly. 
A monopoly shall be considered to exist whenever it would be 
impossible or impractical to have competition, and shall be 
owned only by the whole people.

W e shall abolish the Marxist progressive mcome rax, and 
establish, in so far as possible, direct taxes on the users of schools, 
roads, etc., with a manufacturer's tax to finance the facilities needed 
by all the people.

Family, Home,School
W e shall ke vigorous measures to restore to women the 

dignity and status they dese< ve as the creators of our citizens, and 
to eliminate the terribly disruptive idea that being the mother 
of a family is a job for my ignorant female, that she is just,a 
drudging "housewife”, that a woman must do something MORE, 
something masculine, to prove she is "equal”.

W e shall elevatt Family Management to the status of a 
genuine profession, which it should be, and establish Universities 
of Family Management to tram women in a scientific and satisfy
ing manner in pediatrics, gestation and birth, family economics, 
nutrition, family culture, philosophy and the arts, etc. Graduates 
will be granted degrees having the same status as Law or Medical 
degrees, and honored by every agency of the community for their 
accomplishment in the fields of their natural abilities and needs. 
W e assert that a cultured, profes<wna!, thoroughly capable 
M OTHER is the equal of any man on earth, and will see to it 
that society recognizes that faa .

On the other hand, we shall eliminate trom our civn»zation 
the disruptive doctrines of a false "equality” —  meaning sameness 
with men —  which is masculinizing and trustracing millions of 
our good women, breaking up our marriages, and wrecking 
our sacred family life. W e shall encourage the restoration of 
the father as master of the home, grant subsidies where necessary 
to give the home and children a full-time mother, and promote 
in every way the rebuilding of the home and family as the very 
fountainhead of goodness in our people.

W e shall put an end to the foolishness of "progressive 
education", and give our youth a disciplined ability to think and 
understand, rather than "social values” which they should get 
in the home. W e shall establish a physical culture program 
with something more than desultory games and half-hearted 
calisthenics, to harden and steel our youth to maximum physical 
fitness and exhuberant health.

Business, Firm, l i f c i r
W e shall remove all possible controls from labor the busi

nessman and th e1 farmer, and allow free enterprise and free bar
gaining to produce the efficiency unobtainable,with any bureau
cratic controls. W e shall assist each group to form its own 
control councils, on a local basis, to maintain order and commu
nication, and national industrial councils to establish policies 
of mutual benefit. The government will keep hands off all 
honest enterprisers, labor and tanners so long as they do not 
coerce one another, take unfair advantage, or threaten the whole 
people, when compulsory arbitration will take place

As a temporary measure, to protect all honest producers 
during the necessarily chaotic conditions following removal of 
the present aazy patch-work of controls and subsidies, we shall 
guarantee all honest producers a decent level of family income, 
until genuine free enterprise can br.ug genuine and natural order 
to the economy.

Honest Free Press
W e shall make it a penitentiary offense for any medium of 

public information or entertainment to CONSCIOUSLY MIS
LEAD TH E PUBLIC by lies, misrepresentations, omissions, dele
tions, or by any other method whatsoever.

T o  insure the real freedom of the press, wntch is presently 
only a myth in view of the need for millions of dollars to reach 
any significant segment of the population today, we shall establish 
a National Free Opinion Network of Newspapers, TV , Radio, 
Books and Magazines. These facilities will be available, upon 
petition, to any group of 1 ,000 or more citizens, for decent 
presentation of their views to the nation without cost; subject, 
c i  course, to the penalties for conscious lying. .

C rim e, V ice
We shall deal ruthlessly and efficiently with habitual and 

natural criminals, and drive them permanently out of existence, 
instead of the present tearful dabbling with them as "lost sheep". 
At the same time, we recognize that millions of our best people 
arc driven, under the impossible chaos of our times, into situations 
where there is almost no escape from the pressures except some 
illegal .action. W e shall remove the pressures from these 
oppressed people with the rest of this program, and take every 
measure to help these basically good people, and restore them 
to a productive role in the community.

W e shall rescue most of the growing hordes of criminal 
teen-agers by dealing with their need for aggression, anion, 
danger and excitement realistically, by ending the nonsense of 
clubs and tea parties, and forming them into para-military vol
unteer Police Youth Auxiliaries, to patrol America’s aime-ridden 
streets, and turn would-be muggers, etc. over tb regular authorities.

Since we recognize that it is utterly impossible to suppress 
entirely drinking and gambling in human society, we shall remove 
these two sources of much crime from the criminals, and establish 
t  generous national lottery, and place the sale of alcoholic 
beverages under a control board. At the same time, we shall 
ruthlessly suppress til forms of vice, such as prostitution, dope 
addiaion, homosexuality, etc., whLh are N O T universal and 
necessary, and which cannot be tolerated in any form w.thout 
breeding disintegration and disease

Government
W e shall use only legal, constitutional means to win power 

in the United States, because we know the people will dem and  
our services in government when they finally awake to the Jewish 
subversion of our people. Until then, we must train, and be 
prepared to establish an orderly government when the present 
false prosperity, false peace, false welfare, and false government 
blow sky-high under the blows of the Jews, as they surely will.

In power, we shall re-establish the actual funaioa of the 
electoral college as intended by the wise founding Fathers of 
our Country to protect us from demagoguery, and we shall return 
the election of Senators to the State Legislatures., ' ;

W e shall make the pay ot all government employees directly 
dependent on their efficiency, apply modern business methods 
to  government operation, and ruthlessly eliminate die hordes 
of bureaucratic parasites who make ouc present government the 
world’s moat wasteful, inefficient and extravagant.

W e shall call a constitutional convention to draw up amend
ments and strike out others to enable all the above program, and 
to insure that never again can any subversive conspiracy bring 
this great Nation to the very brink of extinction
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